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We study the ee t of strong disorder on the one-dimensional Kondo
ne kla e model using a perturbative real-spa e renormalization group approa h. The phase diagram of the model presents a random quantum
riti al point separating two phases; the random singlet phase of a quantum disordered XY hain and the random Kondo phase. We also onsider
an anisotropi version of the model whi h for strong disorder maps on the
random transverse eld Ising model. These results provide a mi ros opi
basis for non-Fermi liquid behavior in disordered heavy fermions asso iated
with the existen e of Griths phases.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Hk, 64.60.Ak, 64.60.Cn
1. Introdu tion

Understanding the ee ts of randomness on the quantum riti al point
(QCP) of the d = 1 Kondo ne kla e (KN) model [1℄ is relevant for the study
of disordered heavy fermions systems with non-Fermi liquid behavior [24℄.
Re ently we presented a non-perturbative real spa e renormalization group
(RG) showing that weak disorder is an irrelevant perturbation near the QCP
of a d = 1, anisotropi , pure KN model [5℄. This result is in agreement with
the generalized Harris riterion [6, 7℄ for irrelevan e of disorder,  > 2=d,
where  = 2:24 is the value obtained for the orrelation length exponent of
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the QCP of the pure anisotropi system [5℄. On the other hand dierent
approa hes have been proposed to des ribe the non-Fermi liquid behavior of
disordered heavy fermions that rely on the relevan e of disorder [2, 3℄. Here
we investigate the one-dimensional KN model in the ase of strong disorder
using a generalization of a perturbative real spa e RG approa h [812℄.
The one-dimensional KN model is dened by the Hamiltonian,

H=

X1 W

L

i=1

i(

xixi+1 + y i y i+1 ) +

X1 J S~ :~ ;

L

i=1

i i i

(1)

where   and S  ,  = x; y; z are spin-1/2 Pauli matri es denoting the ondu tion ele trons and the spins of the lo al moments, respe tively. The sites
i and i +1 are nearest-neighbors on a hain of L sites. The lo al Kondo intera tions, Ji > 0 and the hopping energies Wi > 0 are un orrelated quen hed
random variables with probability distributions, PJ (Ji ) and PW (Wi ). In the
anisotropi version of the model, (X-KN), the band of ondu tion ele trons
is represented just by an Ising term, iL=11 Wi  x i  x i+1 . The full isotropi
KN model in Eq. (1) will be referred from now on as the XY-KN to avoid
onfusion. For the X-KN there is an unstable xed point at a nite value
of (J=W ) separating an antiferromagneti phase from a spin ompensated,
Kondo-like phase [5℄. For the XY-KN, any intera tion J > 0 gives rise to a
dense Kondo state.
In order to implement the perturbative RG method for the KN models,
we onsider the ondu tion ele trons i and the lo al moments Si arranged
in a hain as shown in Fig. 1. Next we hoose the largest intera tion in the
hain,
= maxfWi ; Ji g :
(2)

P

If the strongest intera tion is a Kondo oupling (bond) between a lo al moment and a ondu tion ele tron, for example, I = J2 , the lo al moment
S2 and the ondu tion ele tron 2 are de imated out yielding an ee tive
~ between the ondu tion ele trons  and  at neighboring sites
hopping W
1
3
whi h is obtained in se ond order perturbation theory (see Fig. 1).
If the strongest intera tion is a hopping term, say, I = W2 , the four
spins 2 , S2 , 3 and S3 are onsidered as a luster. This is repla ed by an
ee tive two-spin luster onsisting of renormalized, lo al moment S~ and
ondu tion ele tron 
~ oupled by a new ee tive lo al Kondo intera tion,
~
J (see Fig. 1). Thus, after de imating a strong intera tion, Wi or Ji, we
have an ee tive Hamiltonian with two less spin degrees of freedom and all
ouplings < I .
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Fig. 1. The de imation pro esses in the ase the strongest intera tion
(a) a bond or (b) a hopping .

is either

The RG transformation gives, in the ase the strongest intera tion is a
bond, an ee tive hopping,

W~ = W1 W2

(3)

and in the ase it is a hopping we obtain,

J~ = J2 J3 :

(4)

The new Hamiltonian has exa tly the same form as the original one, but
now the system is formed by spin lusters and ee tive bonds. Note that
the resulting ow equations, Eqs. (3) and (4), present a duality between W
and J . We nd that for the X-KN model the parameter  = 1, so that the
re ursion relations for this model mappexa tly into those of the RTIM [10℄.
For the XY-KN model, we get  = 4= 6  1:63.
2. Results

The method is implemented numeri ally on samples of sizes up to L = 218
and averages over 102 ongurations [13℄. We use re tangular distributions
for the lo al bonds and hopping terms. Periodi boundary onditions are
applied. The relevant parameter is the ratio (J0 =W0 ) of the ut-os of the
original distributions. Furthermore we take W0 = 1 su h that J0 is taken as
the ontrol parameter. The dual nature of the re ursion relations allows to
lo ate the random QCP at J0 = 1 for any . We measure the distan e to
the random QCP by the variable

hln J i hln W i ;
Æ = var(ln
J ) + var(ln W )

(5)
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where h i means average over quen hed disorder and var(x) denotes the
varian e. Of ourse Æ = 0 for J0 = 1. For the anisotropi KN model, the
QCP at J0 = 1 separates a disordered antiferromagneti phase (J0 < 1) from
a dense Kondo ompensated phase (J0 > 1). Above and below, but lose to
riti ality, the re ursion relations in Eqs. (3) and (4), give rise to Griths
phases with a range 0 < jÆ j < ÆG . In ea h side of the QCP su h phases
are dominated by rare, very large lusters of the opposite phase. They are
also hara terized by power law behavior of the probabilities distributions
with exponents whi h depend on the distan e Æ to the QCP. For J0 > 1, in
the strongly disordered regime above the Griths phase, we nd a random
Kondo phase whi h onsists of a olle tion of isolated singlets with random
ex itation energies. It is natural to des ribe su h a phase by a model with a
distribution of Kondo temperatures [2℄. The sus eptibility however does not
diverge at low temperatures in the RKP. We observe a diverging sus eptibility in the ase of lower unbound distributions where the Griths phase
extends all over the disordered region. Consequently our results indi ate
that a diverging (T ) is due to a Griths phase. Our approa h shows that
dierently from the ase of weak disorder [5℄, strong disorder is a relevant
perturbation and gives rise to Griths phases whi h for distributions with
a gap extend over nite regions of the phase diagram, above and below the
QCP.
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